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• StayD is always on, never off.
• No unprotected periods.
• Never forget to arm.
• Automatically switches between different arm levels.
• A simple code is all you need to remember to use your system.
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There is never a moment when the
system is disarmed or off. You do
not have to remember to re-arm
your system; you and your home
are always protected.

StayD is designed for today’s living, which requires more security. It seamlessly integrates
security into your everyday life to keep you safe and give you peace of mind.

A Time for Change

Change is Here

Security systems have remained the same for too
long. Most systems share the same philosophy; you
have to remember to arm the system, otherwise, it is
disarmed and you have no protection. This is a result
of the original designs for security systems, where
they were only on when nobody’s home.

StayD is here. StayD is a revolution in home
security and represents the new standard in secure
living. It resolves the limitations with conventional
security systems, and reverses the philosophy and
thinking behind alarm systems.
A StayD system is always armed; it only partly
disarms for an entry/exit and then automatically
rearms. For example, when entering your house,
simply notify the system with your remote and go
through the front door, which will automatically
re-arm after you pass. All other zones remain armed.
The result is a system that is always protecting.

Some security systems do offer ‘Stay’ arming,
which keeps the outside secure, while you remain
safe inside. The problem is, when you enter or exit
the property, the entire system must be off. Also,
someone always has to remember to arm the system
when they enter or leave.
This is why most people leave their alarm systems
disarmed most of the time, and only armed when
they are not home. This defeats the purpose
of the security system, which is really meant
to protect you, not only your home. It’s time for
a change.

Unfortunate events will not wait for your system to be
armed to happen. Home invasions, kids wandering
near a pool or a balcony, or strangers entering your
house as you come home are all incidents that can
be avoided if your system is armed in StayD.
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